
being Chidi Chick...
Communication.

Chidi Chick is an expert communicator and will be able to            
express herself freely. She will easily adapt her communication

style to others and share her feelings openly. If you are speaking to
Chidi or a child like her, you may struggle to them to really pay full

attention. You may find that they are eager to talk and find they
spend 'listening' time considering their response. Chidi and

           children like her are emotionally aware and very sharp - 
           they may get things quickly so it's useful to deliver 
information in smaller, direct chunks that they are able 
to interact with.  You will be able to engage children like 
Chidi with questioning, asking them to share their own 

experiences or insights and giving regular 
opportunities for

feedback.

Reward.

Criticism.
Support.

Play.

Chidi Chick is very self aware and so will 
likely know when there is need for criticism.      

Chidi, and children like her will willingly apologise
and will seek to make things right quickly. 

     It is important that after criticising Chidi, or 
a child like her that you are able to 'wrap 

  around' positive affirmations and engage in a  
 friendly and socialble manner. Children like 

     Chidi are likely to withdraw when criticised 
       in a blunt or direct 

                                 manner. 

Chidi Chick and children like her firmly believe that            
a problem shared is a problem halved. They are likely            

to share their concerns or struggles with humor and may                 
well communicate with a group rather than one a one to one 
basis. It will be important for Chidi and children like her to feel

they can share any struggles they are having in a manner 
that keeps them in control and maintains their 

happy and sociable persona. Children like Chidi will like 
to support others and work through challenges or issues
together. Giving them a role or a purpose in supporting 

others can be one of the easiest ways to ensure 
      they receive the support they need and connecting 

                                 them with people with similar challenges 
                                   will be beneficial, too.

Chidi Chick loves to be around others.
Wherever possible, she will enjoy being the leader, 

the entertainment and the centre of attention but she is
able to bring groups of people together and engage

them with high levels of empathy and charm. 
      Chidi, and children like her, will find they are able to     
             make fun whenever and wherever they have an       
         audience. In independent play, children like Chidi 
           will need the opportunity to showcase what they 

           have achieved or tell stories/share their 
                  experiences with others in a show and tell     

 fashion. 

Chidi and children like her will much prefer      
recognition over reward. Given that she naturally

thrives in the limelight and relishes being the centre
of attention, publicly rewarding Chidi for any efforts

or achievement will mean more to her than any
material goods or other rewards. Chidi and

children like her will also like     
      certificates, trophies or other tangible rewards 
           and the more they are rewarded, they more

likely they are to thrive in any given area. 

Chidi Chick is incredibly sociable. She is expressive, charming and can be very
funny. She thrives when she is centre of attention, amusing other people and

showcasing her ability to engage and entertain other people. Chidi isn't afraid of
much and knows that she is a real 'people's person'. She is aware of her emotions

and will talk about them to anyone that will listen.


